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Context

Environmental and human factors threatening the marine ecosystem in the south 
and tropical Atlantic (TRIATLAS interest regions):

- Impact of global warming
- Pollution
- Fisheries management
- Socio-economic impacts
- International governance issue 



Objectives
- Investigate and understand the past, current and future changes in marine 

ecosystems
- Sustainable management of marine ecosystems, fisheries, and human 

well-being.
- Bring together expertises from various disciplines: 

● Physical oceanography
● Climate modelling
● Human dimension
● Ecosystem modelling 
● Fisheries management
● Biogeochemistry
● Biological oceanography



Challenges: climate system
- State-of-the-art climate models show large errors and uncertainties in the 

tropical Atlantic region  
- High future scenario uncertainties.
- Better understanding of the natural climate variability.
- Large uncertainties in the net primary production and other biogeochemical 

variables.
- Extreme climatic events - drought, floods, extreme rainfall, etc.



Perspectives: climate system
- New approaches for improving models performance in the 

tropical Atlantic:
❏ Development of data assimilation techniques
❏ Increasing resolution
❏ Supermodelling approach

- Fundamental research on natural variability 
phenomena.
❏ Conceptual models for better understanding of 

ENSO past and future changes.
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Challenges: Physical oceanography

- Understanding large-scale (Atlantic Equatorial 
Current) processes leading ocean dynamics 
variability which may have repercussions to marine 
ecosystem distributions.

- Understanding of the physical drivers which 
modulate variability of the Benguela upwelling.

- Understanding of physical processes that can locally 
and remotely impact the marine ecosystems.



Regional dynamics of surface water in climate 
change scenarios

- Change in the horizontal scheme: 
eddies mixing, shift in horizontal 
velocity gradient and magnitude

- Change in vertical mixing: vertical 
velocity, mixed layer depth 
modulation 

- Meridional wind stress enhances 
off-shore directed Ekman transport 
inducing intense Benguela upwelling



Changes in the ocean conditions leading to changes in 
ecosystem distribution 

- Processes leading oxygen 
distribution in south-east of Atlantic 
and Benguela upwelling

- Equatorial Kelvin waves propagation 
influences the oxygen distributions 
and has an impact on the upwelling 
strength.

- Oxygen threshold for tropical pelagic 
fishes 

- Long-term habitat compression 

- Changes in subsurface vertical mixing 
(thermocline ventilation) reduces the 
process of the ocean oxygen uptake



Challenges: Biological oceanography 

● Understand the past, current and predict 
the future changes in marine ecosystems 

● Comprehensive description of changes of 
biological communities under climate 
change

● Space and temporal description of 
biological patterns driven by physical 
oceanographic processes

  



Challenges: Biological oceanography 

● Efficient implementation of the management of fish stocks
● Combining model ecology and different data 

  



Perspectives: Biological oceanography 
● Mesoscale distribution of the organisms from Neritic and 

oceanic areas in the Tropical Atlantic
● Spatial and temporal description of biological patterns: size, 

abundance and diversity
● Interactions between biological patterns and physical and 

biogeochemistry processes
● Biological patterns correlated with dynamic ecologic models
● Prediction dynamics in marine ecosystems
● Stabilization of the fish stocks



Challenges: Human dimension
● Institutional failure induces decline in sustainable 

development.
● Ecosystem approach to fisheries regulation issues
● Sustainable development 
● Human well-being
● Expansion of the scope for management implies 

institutional change: 
○ Normative -> new multiple objectives 
○ Cognitive  -> new  knowledge
○ Regulatory -> difficulties to predict



Perspective: Human dimension
- Redefine indicators of vulnerability component 
- Ecological risk assessments
- Shared socio-economic pathways
- Working together  in social-ecological systems 

Governance 

Economy Management



Challenges: Marine ecosystem modelling  
- Impact of fisheries, 

changes in ecosystem, 
environmental 
conditions and climate 
on the fishing stocks

- Create future 
capabilities to forecast 
dynamics under global 
change

-  Strategic management +  effect of policy options



Perspectives: ecosystem modelling
- More data for fitting the ecosystem models.

T, NPP, O2, phyclvl, 
SIC, salinity

Seasonal-to-decadal climate 
predictions

Marine ecosystem predictions
Ecospace (time+spatial dynamics)

- Interaction between climate and ecosystem modellers

- Assessment of the impact of climate change on 
fisheries 
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THANK YOU VERY
MUCH!

THANKS CAPE TOWN!


